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Mathematics
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Extra activities


	Basic lay-out Beleduc_Mathematic_front（3-6）
	Basic lay-out Beleduc_Mathematic_back

	content: 1 cat, 1 bed, 1 pillow, 1 blanket, 34 photo cards, 1 wooden playing surface, 1 symbol dice
	main goal: Position: Identifying and naming positions.
	extra goals: Language: Learn to explain a card to another player by using local prepositions.Motor skills: Learn to make smooth movements with your hands and fingers to put the objects in the "room".Social skills: Learn to cooperate with other children.
	basic concept: Local Prepositions, Spatial orientation
	step 1: Put the carpet, the bed, the pillow, the blanket and the cat on the table. Put the pack of cards face down beside the objects. 
	step 2: One player takes a card and describes it to another player who tries to rebuild it (the children have to sit aside each other to have the same orientation). Use local prepositions by describing the card (under, behind, beside, on, in front of). 
	step 3: Check your partner if he/ she has placed all objects right. If he/ she is right, he/ she will get the card. The one who wins 5 cards first is the winner.
	advanced concept: Memory
	advanced concept1: Play with the dice. If the dice shows:- Bed: You can have a short look at the picture and you have to build the scenery out of your memory.- Headstand: You can have a short look at the picture upside down and you have to build the scenery out of your memory.- Mouth: You have to tell another player how to build the scenery.After building the scenery compare the photo with the objects you have placed.The player who has first won 4 cards is the winner.
	Text2: Spatial Orientation
	product: Find Monty!
	activities: Talk about pets. Does anyone have a pet at home? How is it called? Where does it live? How does a cat walk? Can you walk like a cat? What does a cat eat or drink?Imagination: think by yourself of situations where Monty the cat can hide and where the other things are placed. Tell it to another player and look if he/ she can recreate the situation just the way you have imagined. Check after that if the situation is like you have imagined. If not you have to describe the situation more detailed.
	productNO: 22420              
	main observation: Is the child able to identify and name the positions in the room?
	extra observation: Do the children have fun by describing a situation to another person?Will the children become easily frustrated if it doesn’t work?Are the children able to imagine situations by themselves?Do the children use the local preposition in their all day routine?Do the children help each other?Do the children move more certain in the room knowing the spatial orientation better?Are they good at memorizing things? 
	Text1: Geometry


